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BUSINESS CASE / Food Specialty

LYFEN
Country: China
Sector: Food Specialty
Number of stores: approximately 3000 stores
Number of store installed: more than 50
Start of installation: 2018

SUMMARY

REALIZATION
Today, more than 15,000 of 2.66 inch Endor ESLs have been installed 
in more than 50 stores of LYFEN, the ESLs fit seamlessly into the store
design and underline the high-quality  image that LYFEN stands for.

BENEFITS
BLOZI Endor ESLs enables LYFEN to synchronize the price and promo 
between one-line and physical stores. 
Furthermore, employees are more focusing on service to shoppers, 
shelf display and replenishment.

With over 3000 stores and 33 million membership across China, 
LYFEN is the largest Snacks chain stores in China. It consists 10
brands of food with over 800 kinds of different snacks. 

In 2018, LYFEN started to switch to ESLs in some selected stores
to test the positive impact on their business.
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BUSINESS CASE / Home Improvement

NETEASE
Country: China
Sector:  Home Improvement
Number of stores: approximately 490 stores
Number of store installed: 1
Start of installation: 2021

SUMMARY

REALIZATION

BENEFITS
• Price synchronization of ecommerce 
• Omnichannel  marketing 
• Brand image enhancement 
• Flexible pricing strategy 

NETEASE was an Internet technology enterprise listed on 
Nasdaq Stock Exchange in U.S.A, with annual turnover USD
9.18 billion in 2020.
In 2016, NETEASE created a new brand, to provided customers
with high qualified products named “Wangyi Yanxuan”, which 
means “high qualify selection”. 

As an Internet enterprise, NETEASE has both online and physical stores,
thus, it needs a digital solution for the shelf display in the stores. 
In June,2021, NETEASE finished pilot deployment of ESLs, and plans to 
Install 100 new stores in the future. 
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BUSINESS CASE / Convenience Store

Easy Joy
Country: China
Sector:  Convenience store
Number of stores: approximately 27,000 stores
Number of store installed: 150
Start of installation: 2019

SUMMARY

REALIZATION
As a National Store brand, Easy Joy made big investment to its in-store 
digital upgrades with below purpose of introducing BLOZI ESLs:
• Digital store strategy
• Central monitoring  price control in each store.
• Price synchronization among all 27,000stores.
• Integrated to Signage software system

BENEFITS
In-store employees no longer have to replace paper price tags，they are able to focus 
more time for customer service and support，with BLOZI ESL, Easy joy  is able to update 
prices overnight for all stores and also schedule price changes during the day to provide 
dynamic store pricing, improve & efficiency, and increase sales. 

Easy Joy is a National Petrol Store affiliated to Sinopec, a Fortune
500 enterprise. with more than 27,000 stores across 
China in expressway service area, Easy Joy is the biggest Chain 
store groups in China.
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BUSINESS CASE / Supermarket

Wumart
Country: China
Sector:  Super market
Number of stores: approximately 1000 stores
Number of store installed: 10
Start of installation: 2019

SUMMARY

REALIZATION
Big Promo happens 2 times every week in each Wumart store, which
requires employees to work over night for paper label replacement,
and real time price change in Fresh Food area is required everyday. 
It is obviously that paper labels are too heavy jobs for in-store clerks,
Wumart is looking for a digital solution for efficiency and saving.

BENEFITS
By introducing ESLs system , Wumart realized total in-store digital. By integrating 
BLOZI’s ESLs system to DMALL (Shelf monitoring system), Wumart built up a Centralized 
monitoring system in its HQ office. 

Wumart is a China Supermarket chain group, with over 1,000 
supermarket in North China. As the 1st enterprise achieved all 
over installation of ESLs in each store, Wumart is the only 
Supermarket chain who sets up independent Retail Technology
branch company named “DMALL” for retail innovation , DMALL
finished it new financing of 2.8 billion in 2021. BLOZI’s Endor 
software has been implemented into DMALL’s system as a 
deep partner.
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BUSINESS CASE / Consumer Electronics

ADITYA VISION
Country: India
Sector:  Consumer Electronics
Number of stores:40
Number of store installed: 10
Start of installation: 2021

SUMMARY

REALIZATION
Till March,2021, ADITYA has its 10 out of 40 physical stores equipped with Endor ESLs, 
by using private cloud platform provided by local partner of BLOZI.

BENEFITS
After quipped with ESLs, ADITYA is able to manage price, promo from
HQ office, to synchronize with its online store activities.  In-store employees do not have 
to replace paper label ever since, but to fucus on customer services.

ADITYA VISION is an Electronics brand from India with online
business and 40 physical stores across India. 
By cooperating with our local partner in India, ADITYA received
very satisfied support including hardware installation, software
deployment, operation training, as well as maintenance. 
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superm
akert

BUSINESS CASE / Supermarket

CASH
Country: Spain
Sector:  Supermarket
Number of stores: More than 10
Number of ESLs installed: 5000 pcs
Start of installation: 2020

SUMMARY

INITIAL PURPOSE OF INTRODUCTION

BENEFITS

CASH is a chain store located in MADRID, which has over 5,000 
SKUs. COVID-19 encouraged untouched in-store operation, 
and ESL is one of the big step, enabling  in-store clerks to change
 the shelf edge price without printing nor replacement. 
Thus, CASH CFO Mr. Wu decided to start a pilot store by using 
BLOZI’s ESLs in Oct. 2020.

Manpower saving
In-store price change efficiency
Untouched in-store operation 

After installation of ESLs, there is less price issues in CASH store after integrating ESLs 
system to POS. In-store manager only need to operate it in ERP system if he/she have to 
change the price. Further more, the shelves are even more organized.
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BUSINESS CASE / Unmanned Store

Cloud Pick
Country: Germany, Singapore, Malaysia, China
Sector:  Unmanned store
Number of stores: approximately 130 stores
Number of store installed: 20
Start of installation: 2019

SUMMARY

REALIZATION

BENEFITS

Cloudpick is global Unmanned store solution provider with 130 Stores 
deployed over the world, global retailer such as Schwarz (Germany), 
Fairprice(Singapore), NEC (Japan), OTTI (Japan) , Suning (China) etc., are 
choosing Cloudpick’s  solution to their Unmanned stores. As a long term 
partner, BLOZI is providing ESLs solution for Cloudpick. 

Each Cloudpick‘s unmanned shelves are deployed with nearly 300 pcs of 
BLOZI 2.13 inch tags. After integrating ESLs software to its Private Cloud,
Cloupick is able to manage the price of all the stores from HQ office.

Unmanned stores requires no human engagement, before introducing ESLs, 
Cloudpick has to send employees to site for label replacement when price change 
or promotion is required, and it becomes history after introducing ESLs. 
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BUSINESS CASE / Supermarket

SPAR Jiarong
Country: China
Sector:  Supermarket
Number of stores: approximately 100 stores
Number of store installed: 10
Start of installation: 2019

SUMMARY

REALIZATION

BENEFITS

SPAR, a Dutch multinational franchise that manages independently owned and 
operated food retail stores, consists of more than 15 thousands stores in 48 
countries. As one of a membership of SPAR, Jiarong is a Supermarket Chain 
brand located in south China, with over 20,000SKUs in each store.

There are around 30K~50K SKUs in a supermarket, and paper labels replacement 
in the area of Fresh Food, Sea Food, vegetables and refrigerators area are always a 
big headache for the Store manager of supermarket. Whenever promotion comes, 
the replacement jobs grow even heavier for employees, and price mistake often 
brings Consumers’ complains. 

• Accurate price between labels and POS. 
• Dynamic price in Fresh food and other.
• In-store efficiency and manpower saving. 
• Promotion is more scheduled with on time price change and 

automatically change back. 
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BUSINESS CASE / Consumer Electronics

D.Phone
Country: China
Sector: Consumer Electronics
Number of stores: approximately 900 stores
Number of store installed: 10
Start of installation: 2019

SUMMARY

REALIZATION

BENEFITS
D.Phone is the largest Mobile phone chain stores in China, with 
over 900 stores  across China.
In 2019, D.Phone started its first pilot installation of ESLs by 
using BLOZI Endor ESLs. 

Shoppers will have quite a lot of questions to check with sales person
when before they make a buying decision,  and today’s young shoppers
will even swift to online stores to comparing the prices between. 
This is a big challenge for D.Phone store managers before installing ESLs.

After introducing of ESLs, store managers is able to fucus on customer
service and shelf display. 
Further more, customers can scan the QR code to visit the online shop
to compare the prices, or to acquire more  product information. 
And meanwhile, ESLs help D.Phone created a totally digital environment
Through each store, which brings shopper better experience than others.
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BUSINESS CASE / Unmanned Store

Schwarz shop.box
Country: Germany
Sector:  Unmanned store
Number of stores: 1 
Number of store installed: 1
Start of installation: 2020

SUMMARY

REALIZATION

BENEFITS
On the education campus of the Dieter Schwarz Foundation in Heilbronn, the 
Schwarz Group is currently testing a model whose functionality is very 
reminiscent of that of Amazon Go,a convenience store called "shop.box". 
The operator is neither Lidl nor Kaufland, but Schwarz Restaurant betriebe GmbH 
& Co. KG in Neckarsulm. Formulations from the data protection regulations 
suggest that “in the course of maintenance tasks and similar work, data can be 
accessed from the USA or China”, including from Microsoft and BLOZI.

By collaborating with Cloudpick and UTS team from USA, BLOZI’s Endor ESLs
was introduced to Shop.box’s first unmanned store at the end of 2020. 
The whole project costs more than 30 days from installation, testing till 
Publicly opening. Thanks to the great cooperation among UTS, Cloudpick 
and BLOZI’s engineers team, all the jobs are completed by online technical 
Support due to COVID-19.

In the new store of Schwarz, shopper only need to  scan & enter, take the goods 
and walk out without engagement of paying in the counter. 
All the payment will be done in the background software automatically, which is a 
totally new and convenient shopping experience to shoppers. By installing ESLs, 
there is no labels replacement engaged, all the price Management will be done in 
HQ office. 
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Name：Yonghui Supermarket

Sector：Chain supermarket

Scale：1275 stores

Introduction
Founded in 2001 and listed on the A-share market in 2010, Yonghui 
Supermarket is one of the top 500 Chinese enterprises.

Requirements
BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、2.66’、4.2’、7.5’、table stand、universal clamp clip、
peg hook support,etc.

① Speed up circulation pace of fresh food, reduce the lost of excess inventory.
② Update promotion templates in time.
③ Paper labels in frozen area go muldly and broken easily.
④ It takes huge manpower to replace paper label. Wrong price label brings 
unpleasant shopping experience to customers.

Easy operation：Administrator manages ESL system on PC easily and flexible.
Diversified shopping experience：Customers select suitable products by scaning 
QR code on ESL.Link moblie APP by NFC to share advertisements, product details
Cost down：One staff manages all price updating, saving operation cost of the 
store. Image upgrading：Uniformly ESL housing,waterproof,antifouling, mound 
proof,upgrade the image of store.

Case / Supermarket
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Name：Lianhua Supermarket

Sector：Chain supermarket

Scale：2800 stores

Case / Supermarket

Introduction
Founded in May 1991, Lianhua is the first company in Shanghai to develop chain 
operations. Lianhua has formed a competitive advantage of linking and 
complementing multiple business formats such as hypermarkets, Supermarkets 
and convenience stores.

Requirements
BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、2.66’、2.9’、4.2’、universal clamp clip、table 
stand、telescopic pole stand、ice stick,etc.

① All stores should have the same shelf display as what headquater planned
② Update product information in time,reduce customer complaint
③ Receive notice for near expiration date goods, arrange promotion in time. 
④ Attract more VIP customers.

1. Uniformly ESL housing, displaying in the shelf orderly,
2. Staff quickly get goods information by BLOZI ESL shelf positioning technology. 
3. Update goods information correctly, reduce customer complaint, reduce labor 
cost and improve efficiency.
4. Enhance the image of store, attract more VIP customers.
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Name：SPAR-Jiarong

Sector：Chain supermarket

Scale：150 stores

Introduction
Founded in 1992,SPAR- Jiarong is headquartered in Dongguan, Guangdong. 
SPAR-Jiarong has more than 10,000 employees and its business radiates to 
many provinces in China, making it one of the most powerful private 
enterprises in Guangdong.

Requirements
User’s experience

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、2.66’freezing、2.9’、4.2’、universal clamp clip、
table stand、telescopic pole stand、ice stick.,etc.

① Prices in real store must be the same as the price onlie.
② Update goods information in a short time when doing promotion.
③ Easy to find promotion goods in store.
④ ESL could be displayed in different area, such as sea food、frozen section, deli.
⑤ Remind staff of near expiration date food.

1. Simplify price updating process, reduce labor cost and enhance operation 
efficiency.
2. Real time sync goods information,  update price quickly, realize promotion 
synchronization.
3. Change price in time at back stage software.
4. Different accessories for fixing ESL in various retail scenarios.
5. Customize template to disply various status symbols, linking with back stage 
software, reminding administrator of goods status. 

Case / Supermarket
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Name：Wumart

Sector：Chain supermarket

Scale：791 stores

Introduction
WUMART GROUP currently has more than 800 shops in China. Its business 
covers supermarkets, shopping centres. In the last two years, WUMART has 
implemented digitalisation efforts to provide better customer service.

Requirements
BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、2.66’freezing、2.9’、4.2’、7.5’、universal clamp 
clip、table stand、telescopic pole stand、ice stick.,etc.

① Wumamrt’s frequently promotion requires a higher standard for supply 
chain and price changing.
② Integrate with DMALL, forcast purchase and sales by big data.
③ According to inventory, offering discount in time, release pressure of 
inventory.
④ It takes huge manpower to replace paper label. Wrong price label brings 
unpleasant shopping experience to customers.
⑤ Paper labels in frozen area go muldly and broken easily.

1、Automatically updating price,  saving labor cost and improving efficiency. 
2、Various templates provide more promotion methods.
3、Accelerate sales volume of fresh zone and reduce cost. 
4、Customers scan barcode and finish shopping process on their own, no need to wait in queue.

Case / Supermarket
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Name：Jiajiayue

Sector：Community fresh supermarket

Scale：844 stores

Introduction
With the supermarket chain as its main business, supported by regional 
integrated logistics, the development of modern agricultural production 
bases and food processing industry chains, Jiajiayue is a comprehensive retail 
channel provider with a full supply chain and multiple business formats 
featuring the operation of fresh produce.

Requirements:
BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、2.66’、4.2’、7.73’、universal clamp clip、table 
stand.

① Nowadays,tradiitional retail businesses face huge challenges. It’s urgent 
to promote digital retail, enhance shopping experience.
② Promote in time to release pressure of fresh food inventory.
③ Due to the large volume and variety of goods, ESLs are needed to assist in 
shelf displaying to reduce fail rate in price updating. 
④ Promotion by ESL saves labor cost, staff have more time in products.

1、ESLs link with backstage software. Synchronize ESL data with backstage 
software in real time.
2、Keep tracking inventory, one key to adjust price and promote.
3、The system connects store and warehouse, increasing efficiency of online orders, 
save operators’time.
4、Quickly update goods promotions information at backstage software, avoid 
wrong information on labels.

Case / Supermarket
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Name：Xiangjiang General Store

Sector：Community fresh supermarket

Scale：14 stores

Introduction
Rooted in Hengyang, Xiangjiang General Store is devoted to running chain 
supermarkets.After 26 years of development, Xiangjiang now has 14 ‘Xiangjiang 
Brand’ supermarkets, 2 ‘Splendent Life’ supermarkets, 6 ‘Splendent Life’ 
community stores, also 2 large supermarkets in Changsha city center. More than 
4,000 employees work at Xiangjiang. Xiangjiang expands online business and 
opens 2 Taoxianda online supermarkets in cooperation with Taobao.

Requirements:
BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、2.66’、4.2’、universal clamp clip、table 
stand.telescopic pole stand,etc.

① Differentiated marketing with other local supermarkets, attracting more 
customers. 
② Making an advantage in price, combine manufacturer resources, 
strengthen promotion, and provide consumers with the most cost-effective 
products
③ Accelerate the update and iteration of products, phase out at least 3% of 
products every month.
④ At present, food category has at least 200 new products every month, 
which requires a lot of manpower to maintain and update the price tag.

First of all, visually, Xiangjiang general store gives people a very pure and 
comfortable feeling. ESL and goods are displayed neatly. The environment is clean, 
which brings pleasure to customers. Secondly, promoted goods change price more 
timely, which reduces unnecessary losses. At the same time, it also sells more cost-
effective goods to customers in need. The work efficiency of employees has been 
improved, which not only brings high-quality services to consumers, but also 
improves the reputation of supermarkets. Each enterprise has its own business 
logic and high-level investment, which makes Xiangjiang general store form its 
own unique competitiveness.

Case / Supermarket
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Name：Likehome Trading

Sector：Community fresh supermarket

Scale：130 stores

Introduction
Established in 2004, Hefei Likehome Trading is a retail business with a focus 
on shopping centres and supermarkets.

Requirements:

BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、2.66’freezing、2.9’、4.2’、universal clamp clip、
table stand、telescopic pole stand、ice stick.,etc.

① Prices in real store must be the same as the price onlie.
② Update goods information in a short time when doing promotion.
③ Easy to find promotion goods in store.
④ ESL could be displayed in different area, such as sea food、frozen section, 
deli.
⑤ Remind staff of near expiration date food.

Administrator doesn’t need to worry about prices updating. Eye-catching ESLs will 
timely synchronize background information, so that consumers can feel the 
convenient shopping experience brought by smart retail. One click price change 
promotion eliminates manual printing of paper labels, improves efficiency and 
indirectly reduces the customer complaint rate.
Consumers can enter the online market through NFC or scanning QR code to obtain 
more goods information, form interaction, and promote secondary and multiple 
shopping in the store, The Optimization of ESL system can directly increase sales, 
reduce the loss rate of fresh food, and enable more customers to buy high-quality and 
low-cost goods Waterproof ESL solves the pain points of labels at frozen products. 
Bring smart and convenient shopping experience to consumers.

Case / Supermarket
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convenience store

Name：uSmile

Sector：petrol station convenience 

store

Scale：over 20,000 stores

Case /Convenience store

Introduction
''uSmile’ ,a sub brand of CNPC (China National Petroleum Corporation) has 
more than  20,000 convenience stores over 31 provinces in China. Everyday, 
‘uSmile’ serves more than 7 million customers in the High way petrol 
station.In 2018, ‘uSmile’ took the second place in top list of China 
convenience stores.

Requirements: BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：1.54’、2.9’、4.2’、shelf rail、universal clamp clip、table 
stand、telescopic pole stand ,etc.

① With the continuous expansion of stores,unified price management has 
become the top priority of operation.
② One stop service: petrol station convenience stores should constantly 
enrich their sales varieties and develop into one-stop shopping places 
integrating supermarkets and pharmacies.
③ Real time price change is required during promotion.
④The goal is to build digital stores. There needs to be a shortage reminder to 
remind staff to replenish as soon as possible and improve the handover 
problems caused by staff turnover.

① By using BLOZI ESL management software, it’s easy to maintain ESLs from 
multiple stores
② Identify the status of goods (whether they are out of stock, etc.) through ESL 
template display and LED light.
③ he promotion price can be synchronized in real time and adjusted with one click 
which greatly improves the shopping experience.
④ Customers could visit online market by scanning QR code on ESL.
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convenience store

Name：Easy Joy

Sector：petrol station convenience 

store

Scale：over 27800 stores

Case /Convenience store

Introduction
Easy Joy is a convenience store owned by Sinopec. The number of Easy Joy 
convenience stores currently stands at 27,000.

Requirements:
BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：1.54’、2.9’、4.2’、shelf rail、universal clamp clip、table 
stand ,etc.

With the rapid development of Internet and information technology and the 
change of consumers' shopping habits, traditional retail business must make 
changes.Digital marketing, new retail gradually become the only way for 
transformation and upgrading.Easy Joy as the retail chain brand with the 
largest number of shops in China, must take the opportunity to promote 
comprehensive upgrading to meet the new diversified and differentiated 
needs of consumers.

1、Customers can access EasyJoy app by scanning the QR code on the ESL to 
experience online shopping and picking up in store.
2、ESL is easy to read, with a variety of accessories which is suitable for displaying 
in any environment.
3、Goods price and promotion information are displayed in real time, and the 
relevant goods price information can be updated in real time according to 
promotion strategy. For special price goods, the promotion strategy in different 
periods is applied to complete real-time adjustment.
4、Staff know what they need to do next based on the LED light of ESL, freeing up 
labour, improving management and operational efficiency.
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convenience store

Name：Alldays

Sector：Chain convenience store

Scale：over 1000 stores

Introduction
Alldays was established in February 2001.With more than 1,000 stores, alldays 
has a long-term vision to become one of the most powerful companies in 
China's convenience chain industry.

Requirements
BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：1.54’、2.9’、4.2’、shelf rail,etc.

① To be able to flexibly adjust prices according to market conditions and 
demand levels
② Dynamic pricing and automatic price updating.
③ Unified management of multiple stores to improve operation efficiency.
④ Near expiration date goods can be reminded and promoted in time.

With the help of the server, the ESL of all stores can be monitored and controlled 
without face-to-face communication, which not only saves the time of replacing 
paper label, but also has high accuracy.
One person can complete the rapid and accurate price information update of 
multiple stores without being suffered by lacking manpower.
Link ESL with backstage software, import promotion tasks to software in advance. 
When promotion starts, prices will update immediately. Meanwhile, operator will 
receive notice for near expiration date goods. 

Case /Convenience store
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convenience store

Name：Cloudpick

Sector：Unmanned store

Scale：over 130 stores

Introduction
Cloudpick intelligent unmanned convenience store, creating a "grab-and-go" 
shopping experience. China’s first airport unmanned convenience store has 
landed in Shanghai Hongqiao, providing a new shopping experience for 40 
million passengers each year.

Requirements：

BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、shelf rail,etc.

① Keep the same prices between online store and real  stores.
② To enable customers to learn more about the product quickly and 
efficiently
③ Unified management of multiple stores to improve operation efficiency.

1、The system controls the store with one key and knows the real-time status in the 
store at all times through the background data
2、Grasp the order, goods and customer consumption information anytime and 
anywhere through the mobile app.
3、There‘s no need to patrol the store manually. It can remotely and in real time 
understand each field of the shelf and the quantity of goods, timely and accurately 
replenish goods, and the goods management is more efficient
4、The traditional store is upgraded to a highly digital, intelligent store without manual 
cashier
5、Eliminating manual price change, solving the shortage of staff in stores, prolonging 
the operation time of stores.

Case /Convenience store
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Specialty

Name：Jiuxian

Sector：ecommerce of wine

Scale：over 5000 stores

Introduction
Jiuxian is currently one of the largest integrated wine e-commerce service companies in 
China, mainly engaged in online retailing of wine products from international and 
domestic famous brands, local best-selling brands and imported outstanding brands. The 
business scope includes liquor, wine, health care wine, yellow rice wine, beer, etc. 

Requirements
BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、2.66’、2.9’、4.2’、universal clamp clip、table stand、
telescopic pole stand ,ice sticker,etc.

To build a chain retail with strong management, we hope to enable the industrial chain 
with the help of Internet technology, realize the deep integration of online and offline all-
channel wine retail, and innovate the traditional wine circulation business.In order to 
build an integrated online and offline store, the price of the online store must be 
immediately consistent with that of the offline store.In recent years, with the gradual 
improvement of consumers' quality awareness, by improving the overall image of stores, 
to build a brand and chain wine retail enterprise has become an urgent demand of the 
market and establish a brand appeal trusted by consumers.

1、Replacing all labels with BLOZI ESL, which are integrated with the systems at headquarters. 
After data transmission, ESL can be managed and monitored, the centralized management of 
the store by the headquarters can be realized. the goods price can be effectively managed 
through the backstage software, and ESL information can be updated automatically.
2、Unified ESL size, standardized installation, automatic network access of base stations and 
ESL help digital upgrading, reduce cost and increase efficiency, improve consumer experience, 
enhance store image.
3、Customers can learn more product information by scanning QR code, and then select by 
mobile app. The branch stores implement the goods price more accurately and efficiently, and 
no longer need the traditional paper labels.

Case /Convenience store
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Specialty

Name：Three Squirrels

Sector：Snacks

Scale：278 stores

Case / Snacks Specialty

Introduction
Founded in 2012, Three Squirrels is headquartered in Wuhu, Anhui Province, 
and is currently the largest food e-commerce company in China in terms of 
sales. Currently, Three Squirrels is transforming towards a digital platform.

Requirements

BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、peg hook support,etc.

① Enhance the overall image of stores to meet the attributes of e-commerce 
of three squirrels.
② It does not emphasize trading, but more emphasizes experience and 
interaction, so as to provide a channel for online shopping.

1、Compared with paper labels, staff only needs to scan goods barcode and ESL by 
PDA. All prices can be modified in a few seconds, which greatly reduces human and 
material resources. All prices can be adjusted and modified by the headquarters. 
Although the initial cost is large, power consumption of ESL is low, which is 
environmentally friendly and convenient.
2、ESL solution can accurately replace goods information, improve the operation 
efficiency, and provide the greatest convenience for store employees and customers.
3、Refine management, improve efficiency, enhance service quality and save 
unnecessary expenses.
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Specialty

Case / Pharmacy Specialty

CERELLO
Country: Italy 
Sector:  Pharmacy
Number of store installed: 1
Start of installation: 2021

SUMMARY

REALIZATION
As prices are managed centrally by the medicine supplier as immediate
price changes have to be guaranteed. In addition, the pharmacy needed
a full integration of the solution into their existing account software.

BENEFITS
Cerello managed to increase sales with use of the promotion function and the items with 
special pricing offers generated almost twice the volume as usual. 

Cerello is an Italian pharmacy, In 2021 this innovative store 
decided to exchange the paper labels with electronic shelf labels. 
The BLOZI ESLs solution has been integrated into the existing 
accounting software and connects to the Promelit ESL 
management software.
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Specialty

Name：Jiuzhou grand pharmacy

Sector：chain pharmacy

Scale：50 stores

Case / Pharmacy Specialty

Introduction
Established in September 2003, Hangzhou Jiuzhou grand pharmacy quickly 
captured the medicine market, breaking the ice of Chinese hospitals' long-
standing monopoly on medicine sales and becoming one of the fastest 
growing pharmacy enterprises in the Hangzhou region.

Requirements:

BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、4.2’、shelf rail、universal clamp clip、table 
stand ,etc.

① Paper labels are easy to loosen, damage and lose, which brings 
inconvenience to customers.
② Paper labels could only display limited and not cleared detail information 
of medicines.
③ Unified management is required so that many stores could start promotion 
at the same time
④ Integrating with online shopping to attract more VIP customers.

1、Compared with paper labels, staff only needs to scan goods barcode and ESL 
by PDA. All prices can be modified in a few seconds, which greatly reduces human 
and material resources. All prices can be adjusted and modified by the 
headquarters. Power consumption of ESL is low, which is environmentally friendly 
and convenient.
2、Scan the QR code on ESL can directly recruit VIP customers, improve the 
shopping experience.Refine management, improve efficiency, enhance service 
quality and save unnecessary expenses.
4、The high resolution display shows a wide range of detailed information about 
the medicine and enhances the shopping experience.
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Specialty

Name：Lifease

Sector：Specialty 

Scale：18 stores

Case / Ecommerce

Introduction
Officially launched in April 2016, Lifeaseworks with the world's best suppliers 
to provide customers with good prices, good products and good service.

Requirements

BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、4.2’、shelf rail、peg hook support、universal clamp clip、
table stand ,etc.

① Keep the same prices between online store and real  stores.
② Improve the overall image of stores and make stores more exquisite
③Focus on member introduction and in-store customer experience, with 
more emphasis on experience and interaction
④ Provide a channel for online market to obtain the support of more VIP 
customers with goods quality and service, so as to improve sales and achieve 
reasonable profits.

1、High definition display greatly enhances the customer shopping experience.
2、ESL can timely respond to the demand for price changes, integrating with 
Lifease protocol, and synchronizing the online price all day. Making online market 
and real store to achieve synchronised prices and promotions. The fast and 
convenient service brings a different shopping experience to customers.
3、Scan QR code on ESL could visit online market, get more information of the 
goods and promotions.
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Specialty

Name：LYFEN

Sector：Snacks

Scale：3000 stores

Case / Snacks Specialty

Introduction
LYFEN, which started in 2001 and was founded in 1999, has grown over 10 
years and has nearly 2,800 shops in 24 provinces. With over 28 million 
members in all channels, it has provided fresh, safe and delicious leisure food 
to a total of over 580 million people.

Requirements
BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、shelf rail、peg hook support,clips,etc.

① Empowering the daily operations of shops and improving management 
efficiency.
② Enhance the overall image of the shop.
③ Price adjustments need to be made daily for specific items.

1、Compared with paper labels, staff only needs to scan goods barcode and ESL by 
PDA. All prices can be modified in a few seconds, which greatly reduces human and 
material resources. All prices can be adjusted and modified by the headquarters. 
Power consumption of ESL is low, which is environmentally friendly and convenient.
2、ESL solution enables accurate replacement of goods information, improving 
operational efficiency and providing maximum convenience for staff and customers.
3、Refine management, improve efficiency, enhance service quality and save 
unnecessary expenses.
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Specialty

Name：Pagoda

Sector：Fruit

Scale：4600 stores

Case / Fruit Specialty

Introduction
Founded in 2001, after 20 years of development, Pagoda has become the 
largest fruit retail chain in China. The number of Pagoda's digital members 
has exceeded 70 million, and the number of paying members has reached 
millions.

Requirements
BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、4.2’、shelf rail、universal clamp clip、table 
stand ,telescopic pole stand,etc.

① Cluttered paper labels with inefficient price change.
② Customers prefer a clean, tidy, comfortable and beautiful shopping 

environment with good service in a fruit shop.
③ Paper labels tend to fall off the shelves and affect the customer shopping 

experience.
④ It is required to display and synchronize grade, place of origin and other 

information of fruits.

1、Employees visually edit ESL templates according to their needs to meet the 
demands of daily promotions.
2、Improve service quality and image, increase customer satisfaction.
3、ESL has brought a huge increase in management efficiency, shop managers 
shall focuse more on customer service.
4、Customers enjoy a neat and tidy shopping environment
5、Price changes are precise and accurate, with no customer complaints over price.
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Specialty

Name：Leyou

Sector：Mother & Baby Shop

Scale：700 stores

Case / Baby Care Specialty

Introduction
Founded in 1999, Leyou is a leading baby care business in China. Leyou has 
more than 530 suppliers in 21 countries around the world.

Requirements
BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.13’、4.2’、shelf rail、universal clamp clip,etc.

It requires a solution which reduces the error rate of price changes, reduces 
manual workflows and increases efficiency to accelerate flexiable sales.

Customers can scan the QR code on ESL to become VIP and receive coupons. Or 
customers can scan QR code to add  a consultant as friends for more advice.
Changing prices on ESL is fast and convenient.Staff can make real-time price 
changes in the cloud on PC.Price changes can be easily handled in a very short 
time, enabling flexible pricing and real-time promotions.
The cloud for managing ESL can be integrated with various clients’ platforms 
through a third-party interface to synchronise data.
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electronics

Name：China unicom

Sector：Telecom

Scale：20,000 stores

Case / Telecom

Introduction
China Unicom was established on January 6, 2009 by merging the former 
China Netcom and the former China Unicom. China Unicom is the only 
telecom operator in China that is listed in New York, Hong Kong and 
Shanghai at the same time, and has been listed in the "Fortune Global 500" 
for many years.

Requirements

BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：4.2’、table stand ,etc.

1、 ESL creates an overall high-end technological image of the shop and 
enhances the customer experience.
2、 No need to worry about prices changing, the eye-catching ESL will 
synchronise data from backstage software in time, allowing customers to feel 
the convenient shopping experience brought by smart retail.
3、ESL, using e-ink screen, has 3 different colour display solutions, 
black&white&red, black&white&yellow and black&white.The display is clear, 
more eye-catching and more effective.  Different colours can be used to mark 
promotion goods..

①Paper labels do not fit with the image of a technological telecom.
② Printed paper labels are blurred and easily broken.
③ Changing paper labels’ information in multiple shops at the same time is 
inconvenient.
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electronics

Name：China Mobile

Sector：Telecom

Scale：over 35,000 stores

Case / Telecom

Introduction
China Mobile is currently the world's largest telecommunications operator in 
terms of network size and number of customers, with a registered capital of 
RMB 300 billion, assets of over RMB 1.7 trillion and a workforce of nearly 
500,000 employees. China Mobile has been listed in the Fortune 500 for 19 
consecutive years.

Requirements

BENEFITS

1、ESL links the back-office management software to customers, delivering 
information more efficiently and accurately in both directions.
2、ESL display is clear and easy to read. 
3、In keeping with the technological image of the store.
4、ESL is recyclable, no need to purhcase paper label from time to time.

① Enhance the image of stores and make them more technological.
② Need to display more information about the product parameters on the 
labels.
③ It is inconvenient to change label information in multiple shops at the 
same time. It takes time and effort to notify each one individually.

ESL&Accessories：2.9、4.2’、table stand ,etc.
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electronics

Name：D.phone

Sector：Telecom

Scale：over 1,500 stores

Case / Telecom

Introduction
Started in 1993, D.phone was formally established in 2001 after years of 
exploration and development, and was officially listed on the Hong Kong 
Stock Exchange (stock code 06188) on 8 July 2014. In 2014, the Group's sales 
revenue (consolidated statement) was nearly $15 billion and the current 
number of employees is nearly 20,000.

Requirements
BENEFITS

ESL&Accessories：2.9、4.2’、table stand ,etc.

1、Enhanced user experience. Uniform appearance, beautiful and neat.
2、Improving management efficiency.Send price change commands from 
management software,fast and accurate.
3、Bright red suits the retail scenario and makes the promotion more eye-
catching and effective.
4、Attract customers to online market for digital marketing.

① Multi-category electronic products that require uniform labels for 
identification.
② Need to display more information about the product parameters on the 
labels.
③ It is inconvenient to change label information in multiple shops at the 
same time. It takes time and effort to notify each one individually.
④ The store image is not technological enough.
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electronics

Name：China telecom

Sector：telecom

Scale：over 40,000 stores

Case / Telecom

Introduction
Founded in September 2000, China Telecom is a large state-owned 
telecommunications enterprise, a global partner of the Shanghai World Expo 
and one of the world's top 500 companies for many years. It mainly provides 
information services such as mobile communications, satellite 
communications, Internet access and applications.

Requirements
BENEFITS

1、 ESL creates an overall high-end technological image of stores and 
enhances the customer experience.
2、 No need to worry about price changing,eye-catching ESL will synchronise 
backstage data in time. Consumers feel the convenience of shopping 
experience brought by smart retail.
3、Scan QR code on ESL to get more information of the goods.
4、Attract customers to online market for digital marketing.

① Enhance the image of stores and make them more technological.
② Need to display more information about the product parameters on the 
labels.
③ It is inconvenient to change label information in multiple shops at the 
same time. It takes time and effort to notify each one individually.
④ Synchronise data between online market and real store.

ESL&Accessories：2.9、4.2’、table stand ,etc
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About BOWTZ
Founded in 2011, BOWTZ is one of the leading provider of whole ESLs solution, with its headquarter 

located in Shanghai China. BOWTZ is now providing ESLs solutions to world Fortune 500 companies, 

Sinopec, CNPC, China Union, and top retail Group such as SPAR Netherland, Schwarz Gruppe Germany, 

FairPrice Singapore etc. 

Today, BOWTZ has its agents and partners in more 13 countries including Italy, Germany, Spain, Japan, 

Australia, Chile, Peru, U.A.E, India etc. 

Today, we have deployed over 8000 stores with 10 millions tags in home and abroad. 

7,500+ Stores deployment

10 million+ pcs of ESLs installed

23+ Patents design

100+ copy rights



About us

Founded in 2011, BOWTZ is one of the leading provider of whole ESLs solution consists of software and hardware, with its headquarter 

located in Shanghai China. 

We are dedicated to provide the most advanced ESLs solution to global retailers by collaborating with our  partners. 

BOWTZ is now providing ESLs solutions to world Fortune 500 companies, Sinopec, CNPC, China Union, and top retail Group such as SPAR 

Netherland, Schwarz Gruppe Germany, FairPrice Singapore etc. 

Today, BLOZI has its agents and partners in over 13 countries including Italy, Germany, Spain, Japan, Australia, Chile, Peru, U.A.E, India etc. 

By 2021, we have deployed over 7000 stores with more  than 10 millions tags. 
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Thanks

BOWTZ TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

www.bowtz.com

info@bowtz.com/apollo@bowtz.com/amy.zhou@bowtz.com


